Recruit Release Notes
Changes Launching 2018-08-23

Recruitments

We improved the way job posting html is structured on Recruit’s Apply page in order to provide information in a standardized way to Google Jobs and other search engines, as well as when people share Recruit postings via social media.

The GDPR privacy statement is now shown in Recruit’s footer, and also in the Survey section of the applicant dashboard.

Privacy notification statement

The purposes for which information is collected and used, and the extent to which the University will make use of the information, are the same as those described in the Privacy Policy. The University will not sell or otherwise disclose personal information to third parties except as required by law. The University will retain personal information for as long as is necessary to fulfill the purposes for which it was collected.

Moving Title Codes out of the basic recruitment wizard necessitated to also support a zero-state to allow adding title codes at a later time. We now support this case.
We modernized Recruit’s landing page to keep up with the times (UCI’s shown).

Continuing our effort to modernize the recruitment creation process, we have moved title code configuration out of the recruitment “wizard.” Now title code can be blank until analysts are ready to fill them in. We have also added title information as a required checklist item as a reminder before search plans are submitted.

Bugs ‘n stuff

- We adjusted the search plan submission modal to better match different campus workflows.
- We no longer allow an approved basic recruitment to be converted to online.